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ABSTRACT

Teaching soniflcation is interdisciplinary and multifaceted. It
includes areas such as information graphing, auditory parameters
for representation, psychoacoustics affected by the context and
combination of parameters, auditory cognition, programming and
foundational synthesis or sound production. The interactive
pedagogical method presented here fuses these elements in a
real-time interactive environment for learning and experimentation
in order to familiarise students with basic concepts and develop
an understanding of the interdependencies. It allows the student
to listen and interact with instructive examples, quickly evaluate
the efficacy of different display possibilities, move through the
material at their own pace, investigate further online reading lists,
and eventually helps them build their own sonifications. This paper
describes pedagogical software that integrates these disciplines.

J. INTRODUCTION

The 'Sound Design and Sanification' unit of study was taught
for the first time in 2005 within an undergraduate Degree
program in Design Computing run at the University of Sydney.
This paper originates in a gap in resources evidenced by this
experience. In 2006 we will implement the software tutorial based
approach to leaching this course that is described in this paper.
Parameters for information sonificaticn, issues of perception and
orthogonality are well addressed in acoustic, psychoacoustic
and neuroscience research, the field of teaching sonification is
relatively young. Our software aims to integrate the leaching
of these disciplines. In 2005 it became apparent that in order
to develop effective sonification, students needed to embrace
various areas of knowledge simultaneously, quickly and in an
integrated fashion. Further, in applied sound design, learning-by
doing seems more pertinent than a purely theoretical approach to
education.

In response, this paper proposes an interactive method for
understanding information sonification in a real-time visual
programming environment that enables students to learn and
experiment with sanification parameters, synthesis procedures and
different combinations of data representation. The interactive
environment approaches the Interdisclplinarlty of sonification by
allowing the student to hear and evaluate representations with
immediacy intended to promote testing and listening, and with
a non-linear approach to tutorial material designed to integrate
the disparate fields that arc useful in ccnceptnalising auditory
display. Figure I describes two ways of approaching the teaching
of a complex interdisciplinary SUbject like auditory display. The

Figure I: Two approaches towards teaching auditory display.

first approach requires the student to consider many very different
fields in a considerable level of detail before being introduced to
the focus of the course. This can lead to confusion and frustration
with the lack of course focus. Another approach only teaches the
minimum amount of the material in each of the disparate fields that
is essential to understand the purpose of the course. However, it
also offers the ability to 'drill down' at several levels into each of
the disparate subjects it has touched upon. In the second method,
there is a more direct path to implementation.

2. CURRICULUM ANI) BROADER AI'PLICATIONS

Teaching auditory display is the obvious and direct application
of this approach but in the context of contemporary digital
media curricula, understanding representation of data, gesture and
human interaction in the auditory domain is also important in
designing interactive multimedia, art installations, spatial sound
environments and in information-driven music composition. The
ability to choose appropriate auditory representation and to have
a method for synthesizing sound and evaluating reactions is
complementary to visually-centric teaching of animation, film, and
interactive multimedia.

2.1. Sonic Tai Chi

An example of a spatial interaction environment that sonifies data
is the Sonic Tat Chi audio-visual installation by Jakovich and
Bcilharz at BetaSpace in the Sydney Powerhouse (Design, Science
and Technology) Museum. A simple web-cam captures location
and luminosity data locating the user's movement in space. Both
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